
 
 

 

We would like all sea trials on our vessels to be informative, fun 

and enjoyable. To enable this to be the case for all concerned, 

please follow the following. 

Overview 
We may agree that the purchaser can conduct an objective sea trial with the boat. The 
intention is for every sea trial to be of an approximate duration of one hour excluding leaving 
and returning to the vessel’s normal berth and the time taken for the safety briefing. 

Please note that the prospective purchaser may be held liable for all costs of any nature, 
including diesel, regarding the sea trial.  If the sea trial is being undertaken prior to the 
signing of a contract of sale a fee will usually be payable. If post a contract of sale and the 
purchaser decides not to continue with their purchase, some part of the deposit will usually 
be retained by us to pay for the cost of the sea trial. Any sum previously paid will, of course, 
be deducted from the completion sum of a purchase. 

 

Guidelines for 
Sea Trials  



 

 
 

 

Subject to the normal carrying capacity of the vessel, the maximum number of people 
undertaking the sea trial is three excluding any professionals that the purchaser may 
require. Regrettably, persons under sixteen years of age and pets cannot be 
accommodated and we are unable to make any exceptions. 

Please do not undertake any action or manoeuvre that is alarming to those on board the 
vessel, other water users, the general public or is unsafe in its concept or execution. Every 
vessel whilst at sea must have a Master who retains ultimate control of the boat at all times 
and their decisions are final. 

For every sea trial we establish a contact to act in case of an emergency. Communication 
with this Representative must be made prior to a sea trial being undertaken and upon 
return to the vessel’s normal berth. Should this exceed a time period of two hours the 
contact must be notified. 

 

Guidelines 
The Master and crew of a vessel are trained regularly in a comprehensive range of potential 
safety scenarios. Irrespective of the intended or actual length of the sea trial, all persons 
need to know these rules and guidelines and what to do if there is an emergency aboard a 
vessel. Therefore, the Master of the vessel will undertake a safety briefing to all passengers 
and crew prior to any intended sea trial or as soon as possible in the event of an unintended 
passage. 

The rules and requirements set out below will be conveyed to all persons, along with 
conveying a basic understanding of all the safety equipment aboard, the location and proper 
use of such equipment, and what to do in the event of an emergency. The aim of this briefing 
is to play a significant role in keeping everyone aboard safe and a positive contributor in an 
unexpected situation. Reviewing a few possible emergency scenarios will also lead to better 
reactions if and when the time comes. 

All individuals acting for and on behalf of us are expected to maintain the highest standards 
of professional conduct and treat others with courtesy and respect. 



 

 
 

 

 

Rules & Requirements 
Safety Principles 

• Do not undertake a passage that is beyond the vessel’s design capability. 

• Vessels must undergo a safety check prior to any passage. 

• Engines must undergo reasonable checks prior to starting every time they are to 
be used. These checks should be in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions. 

• A passage is defined as commencing when a vessel afloat is not moored or 
restrained from free movement. The instant the final line is cast off, a passage is 
underway. 

• No over-side working may take place whilst the vessel is undertaking a sea trial. 

• On all open sports boats, inflatable craft and RIBs, engine kill-cords must be used at 
all times. On any other craft, if one is fitted it must be used. 

• All persons aboard one of our vessels should wear appropriate clothing and 
footwear including eye protection, not just in bright sunlight. 

Qualifications of the Master 
• A Master with a certificate of competency is required for any actual or intended 

passage. As a result, for all sea trials the purchaser will require an appropriately 
qualified Master to be responsible for the boat and its occupants. 

• For operations outside of categorised waters this is defined as the 
requirements of the Intended Pleasure Vessels in Temporary Commercial 
Use at Sea Code (IPV code) and for categorised waters by The Merchant 
Shipping (Boatmasters’ Qualifications, Crew and Hours of Work) 
Regulations 2015 (MSN1853) or specific local requirements. 



 

 
 

 

• For limited port movements or handling operations within 1000m from 
the shore a Master with a current certificate of competency for the vessel 
engaged in the operation as defined by the by MSN1853 may be in a 
safety boat of sufficient size located to hand. 

• All Masters of our vessels should be fully aware of and in compliance with all 
domestic and international legislation under which their craft is subject, and it is for 
the Master to ensure compliance at all times. 

Area of Operation 
• For boats of less than 5.0m in length and travelling at a speed not in excess of 7 

knots, within 1000m of the shore in Category A to C waters a sea trial may be 
undertaken where a Master is in a safety boat of sufficient size located within line 
of sight. All persons aboard the boat being trialled must follow the instruction of the 
Master. The safety boat must have on board all safety equipment as defined by the 
by Inland Waterways – Non-Passenger Vessels: Applicable Safety Standards for 
Vessels Operating Solely on Inland Waterways in the United Kingdom (MGN 469) 
and be capable of carrying all persons involved in the sea trial. 

• For boats of less than 5.0m in length and travelling at a speed in excess of 7 knots, 
with fewer than 4 persons onboard, between the dates of 1stApril and 31stOctober 
inclusive, not in inclement weather and within 1000m of the shore a sea trial may 
be undertaken where a Master is in a safety boat of sufficient size located within 
line of sight. All persons aboard the boat being trialled must follow the instruction of 
the Master. The boat being trialled must have onboard all safety equipment as 
defined by Annex 4 of MGN 280. 

• For boats of less than 13.7m in length all sea trials will be undertaken in 
categorised waters with a Master aboard. The boat being trialled must have 
onboard all safety equipment as defined by the MGN 469. 

• Unless authorization has been granted by your contact, no Master may undertake 
a sea trial outside the boundaries of the area of water as stated in the IPV code 
(this is defined as an area extending 1nm out to open sea by 3nm in either 
direction from a single point of crossing the categorised waters line). For boats 
being trialled outside of categorised waters but within the area defined by the IPV 
code, there must be onboard all safety equipment as defined by the IPV code. 

Hours of Passage 
• Unless authorization has been granted by your Representative, no Master may 

undertake a passage outside the hours of 07.30hrs to 19.30hrs on a weekday or 
08.30hrs to 18.30hrs at a weekend local time, or during the hours of darkness. 

Conduct 
• Equality at work: 

• We are committed to eliminating discrimination within the workforce, with 
the objective of creating a working environment in which there is no 
unlawful discrimination.  

• We expect all customers, employees, individuals and contractors not to 
discriminate against any other customer, employee, other individual or 



 

 
 

 

contractor. Appropriate action will be taken against any person who fails 
to comply. 

 

• Dignity at work:  

• Our aim is to have a workplace that is free from harassment and bullying 
and to ensure that all customers, employees, individuals and contractors 
are treated with dignity and respect.  

• We will not tolerate harassment and bullying in the workplace or at work-
related events.  

• We will take appropriate action if any customer, employee, individual or 
contractor is harassed or bullied by any other person. 

• Repeated failure to abide by the standards of conduct set out above will result in 
the permanent exclusion of the individual from the vessel and future engagement 
with us. The decision of the Directors is final. 

• We are not responsible for the actions of customers, employees, individuals or 
contractors outside of the workplace or outside of work-related events. 

• Individuals and/or contractors must not bring us into disrepute by any means as a 
result of any action. In the event of this occurring the decision of the Directors is 
final and will result in the permanent exclusion of the individual or contractor from 
the vessel and future work with us. Damages may be sought as appropriate. 

Emergency Procedures 
• Whilst one can’t prepare for everything, a Master is expected to undertake a group 

briefing of what to do in case of the following emergencies. This could mean the 
difference between a small problem and a catastrophe. In addition, all of our 



 

 
 

 

employees and contractors undertake regular training and drills to effectively deal 
with emergencies. 

• Man Overboard – Discuss the value of keeping calm and designating a 
watch person who never takes their eyes of the MOB. Review how to stop 
the boat and return to the MOB, and how to get them back aboard. 

• Engine Issues – Review the importance of keeping away from hot 
engines and a genset including exhausts, waste cooling water and 
propeller(s). Discuss what to do in case of engine failure during a critical 
manoeuvre like docking. 

• Anchoring – Determine who will be working with the windlass when 
anchoring the boat and ensure its proper use: Hands, hair and clothing 
must be kept out of the way at all times. Also, discuss what to do in case 
the vessel drags its anchor and the need for anchor watches if 
appropriate. 

• Collision – Whether the boat hits a dock, a rock or another vessel, a 
quick discussion of what to do and not do will help lessen panic. 

• Incapacitation or illness – At least one crew member should have first 
aid training. Specific notice should be taken of the guidance contained in 
the sections on safe watch keeping and medical issues. 

 
 
Lifejackets 

• Do not undertake a passage without sufficient good quality lifejackets of an 
appropriate size for all persons aboard the vessel. 

• Everyone aboard must know where the lifejackets are stowed and how to put them 
on. Donning instructions must be easily accessible and appropriate for the 
lifejackets used. 

• All persons aboard must wear a lifejacket if a passage is underway irrespective of 
the size of vessel or their location on the vessel. This is not a negotiable matter 
irrespective of an individual’s wish or seafaring experience. 



 

 
 

 

• All vulnerable persons aboard must wear a lifejacket on the flybridge, foredeck, 
main deck, side decks and bathing platform if the vessel is afloat and not 
undertaking a passage. All persons must not be alone in any circumstances in 
these areas after dark. 

 

• All vulnerable individuals accompanying, or acting for or on behalf of us, if they are 
to pass within 5m of the water’s edge, including but not exclusive to pontoons, 
jetties, quays and wharfs, must wear lifejackets. 

• Any individual must wear a life jacket within 5m of the water’s edge if requested to 
do so by either a Director, the Representative or the Master. 

Secondary Vessel 
• Any vessel outside of Category C waters must have a serviceable life raft of 

sufficient capacity to hold all persons on board and rated to SOLAS B. 

Safe Watch Keeping & Navigation 
• None of our vessels are to intentionally undertake a passage in inclement weather 

conditions or in an unsettled sea state. The decision regarding this is primarily at 
the discretion of the Directors. However, the decision of the Master concerning a 
passage is final even if the Directors have agreed to the vessel leaving port. 

• The Master must ensure safe watch keeping and navigation at all times. Their 
attention is brought to the SOLAS regulations and manning the vessel guidelines 
both highlighted earlier in this document. 

• None of our vessels may undertake a passage without the authority of the 
Representative and this will not be granted until after an appropriate passage plan 
and safety management system has been submitted and agreed. 

• The Representative must be informed of all known safe havens along the intended 
route of passage. 



 

 
 

 

• A passage must not involve any individual being a member of a watch for a period 
of time greater than four hours continuously and/or four hours in every eight 
hours. We strongly recommend to all of our Masters that this is moderated to a 
period of time no greater than three hours continuously and/or three hours in 
every nine hours. 

  



 

 
 

 

VHF Radio 
• Everyone aboard should know how to use the VHF to call for help if necessary. 

• They should understand the hailing and distress channel, how to change channels, 
and how to transmit and receive. 

• They should also know that the VHF is not a private or social telephone. 

Medical 
• All Masters are required to ensure there is an appropriate and in-date medical kit 

aboard the vessel prior to undertaking a passage. 

• In the event of the Master being incapacitated the vessel should return to the 
nearest safe haven. Crew should seek assistance from the Representative for 
further instructions. 

• Unless authorization has been granted by the representative, no Master may 
undertake a passage further than one hour of steaming time at Wide Open 
Throttle (WOT) from safe haven unless a trained first aider is on board. 

Fire Extinguishers 
• Locate and determine the correct use of all fire extinguishers aboard. 

• Be sure to find every extinguisher and understand its type. Check that it’s full and 
determine how to use those aboard: pull the pin and aim at the base of the flames. 

Galley & Stove 
• Do not use the galley and stove unless authorized to do so by the Master or 

Representative. 

• All gas bottles must be secure and turned off at all times. 

 



 

 
 

 

Use of Heads 
• Do not use the heads unless authorized to do so by the Master or Representative. 

Passengers and crew are strongly encouraged to use shore based facilities. 

• All sea cocks must be secure and turned off at all times. 

• Do not be sick in a head or place any foreign materials down a head. 

Garbage 
• Use of an appropriate method for the collection and disposal of garbage will be 

directed by the Master. 

Recreational Activities 
• No person is to use one of our vessels for any form recreational activity including 

but not exclusive to water skiing, swimming or diving purposes whilst on a sea trial. 

Smoking 
• There is a strict no smoking policy on all of our vessels. It is against the law to 

smoke in any building, enclosed space or company owned vehicle. 

Use of Mobile Telephones 
• Whilst it is unlikely that a sea trials will be outside of the major mobile 

telecommunications companies’ networks, we do not recommend private and non-
urgent conversations to be conducted during a sea trial. 

• We normally cannot extend a sea trial in lieu of the time spent by others whilst 
engaged on the telephone. 

• The Master must not be distracted by others at any point in time in this way. 

Alcohol 
• Being under the influence of or using alcohol or drugs as defined by the Railways 

and Transport Safety Act 2003 on our vessels is strictly prohibited. Anyone giving 
the Directors cause for concern may be summarily breathalysed and/or tested for 
drugs. This includes the Master and Representative. 

• Offenders will be escorted from the vessel permanently and no future engagement 
of any nature with us will be permitted. 



 

 
 

 

 

Overdue Vessel Policy 
None of our vessels may undertake a passage without the authority of a Representative and 
this will only be granted once an appropriate passage plan and safety management system 
has been submitted and agreed. 

It is our strict policy that all overdue vessels where there is no radio or telephone contact 
with the Representative will be reported to the coastguard and/or lifeboat. 

Overdue is defined as being 15 minutes late according to the submitted passage plan 
without radio or telephone contact. 

Line of sight is not considered sufficient for the purposes of not being overdue. 
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